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20 ODD QUESTIONS

NICK KNIGHT
The fashion photographer on McQueen, Kanye and youth culture

SITTING AT HIS DESK surrounded by laptops and sur-
veyed by a maquette of Kate Moss with wings, Nick
Knight repeatedly calls himself an “image-maker”—but
everyone else in fashion calls the 56-year-old one of the
most influential photographers in the business.

As a young freelance snapper for London’s music
press in the 1980s, Mr. Knight shot bands like
Funkadelic and partied at the city’s colorful Blitz and
Taboo club-nights. It was here that he encountered
John Galliano, Leigh Bowery and the rest of London’s
emerging countercultural elite, whom he photographed
for magazines including i-D and The Face. He has shot
scores of Vogue covers, and campaigns for everyone

from Dior to Diesel, and in 2000 founded SHOWstu-
dio.com, an ideas lab dedicated to his conviction that
fashion’s future will be defined by film.

Today, he’s finalizing a portfolio of images shot 11
years ago with one of his closest collaborators, the late
Alexander “Lee” McQueen. Five years after the de-
signer’s suicide, and to mark this week’s opening of
“Savage Beauty” at the Victoria & Albert museum, Mr.
Knight is bringing to light “Black,” a previously unseen
study of the creations the designer considered the best
of his career. As he reflects on McQueen’s life, we caught
up with him about their relationship, the changing na-
ture of image making and the future of youth culture.
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IN VOGUE ‘Black,’
above, by Nick
Knight, right,
captures Alexander
McQueen’s 2004
event; below, ‘Plato’s
Atlantis’; McQueen
with Charlotte and
Nick Knight in 2009

STYLE & FASHION

The first time I encountered Lee was
at a Vogue Christmas party in the mid-
’90s, at San Lorenzo. I am not much of
a partygoer and I got the impression
that Lee wasn’t, either. But you find
your path to people whose work you
admire. I was just getting up to leave—
early, at half past 10 or whenever—and
someone pointed him out. He was at
his table, looking really grumpy.

The fashion world is not that big.
Look at the Italian fashion designers
who are all in their sixties or seven-
ties. People don’t come and go as
quickly as one might imagine because
this a medium based on change.

When I was 12, I developed a school-
boy crush on my 14-year-old neighbor.
It changed me profoundly because she
was a skinhead. Suddenly I wanted to
be a skinhead, too. Your teenage years
are so crucial to shaping what you be-
come later. It’s the time where you
work out who you are. More than 40
years later I’m still that.

The idea [behind ‘Black’] was to recre-
ate the end of Lee’s Voss show. I photo-
graphed 35 models, and Lee, and [cho-
reographer] Michael Clark who opened
the show, dancing with Kate Moss.
They were spotlit from above, all
pressed up against a pane of glass. Af-
terward, though, we never found the
time to put the images together. They
have sat in a box for 10 years.

Lots of photographs that I did of [Mc-
Queen] were about the pressures that
he felt, how he wanted to articulate

the feelings that he had. One picture is
of him in a padded cell, in chains, hang-
ing from his own flesh. There was an-
other shot we did where his head was
exploding. At the time I just felt it was
more imagery. You look back at it with
the sad benefit of hindsight and you
can see that perhaps those cries were
more heartfelt than we imagined.

He never seemed the sort of person
who was going to take his own life. He
always seemed so sure of himself and
so tough, in a confrontational way. You
felt he was going to take on anybody;
the fashion world, the art world, any-
body. He wasn’t frightened of anything.

Kanye [West] is a bit like Lee was; he
is super quick and has a super-precise
vision of what he wants. I did a lot of
work with him about a year or so ago.
He sat up close, and he rapped to me
for 40 minutes. It was his scriptures—
and it was mind-blowing.

My favorite chair at home is a Marcel
Breuer, covered in ivory-colored suede.
That’s the chair in which I think. And
as I sat in it, it occurred to me that
most people have chairs where they
sit and create. So we asked artists if
we could borrow theirs for our panel
debates: We had Hockney’s stool and
Lucian Freud’s chair.

My wardrobe is super-narrow. I wear
brogues by Trickers, suits by Kilgour,
jeans by Levi's—505s, which they re-
cently started making again—and shirts
by Frank Foster. He’s an incredible man;
looks like Marlon Brando, was a boxer,

drove an Aston Martin throughout the
’60s and ’70s and is now 93. He’s one
of those old-school shirtmakers of
whom sadly there are very few left.

Not so long ago you wouldn’t see
anything from the Paris fashion shows
for three months. Fashion now is so
accelerated to the point that we are
seeing the stuff hit the catwalk live. I
don’t want to claim things that aren’t
mine, but SHOWStudio launched that
with Alexander McQueen’s Plato’s At-
lantis—that was the first show to be
streamed live as an event.

Nearly every image that people are
seeing has been processed by a com-
mittee. I don’t think people always un-
derstand that. Increasingly it is done
with less artistic input and more com-
mercial input, controlled only by a cor-
porate desire to sell more. So artistic
decisions are made by people who
don’t know how to make them.

Youth culture now is different. I can re-
member being in my parents’ car and
seeing the Ton-Up boys under a bridge
on the North Circular and thinking: They
look dangerous, they look exciting. Now-
adays you don’t see that.... You do find
subgroups and cultures on the Internet.
I came across this young Spanish artist
called Rei Nadal, only just out of fashion
college, and the Tumblr she was curat-
ing was great—everything was in her
power. And her friends, the people she’s
talking to, aren’t just in Barcelona,
they’re in Denmark or New York. It’s not
about being regional any more.
—Edited from an interview by Luke Leitch
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Cutting-Edge
Design

A band of innovative European
designers is updating hand-cut
crystal for a new generation

FIVE YEARS AGO, hand-cut crystal
looked incongruous in the contem-
porary home. The words “lead crys-
tal” were shorthand for fussy, fusty
and antidesign—the generations-old
wedding present gathering dust in a
cabinet somewhere. Then, a new
wave of creatives rediscovered its
charms, and revitalized the tradi-
tion with a fresh set of patterns and
forms. With the arrival of this
year’s new lines—designs inspired
by punk rock, mismatched attic
finds and even the streets of Man-
hattan—cut
crystal is offi-
cially a modern
living must-have.

“The beauty of crystal
is all about light refrac-
tion and depth of cut,”
says British designer Jo
Sampson. “It’s interest-
ing to retain the cut,
which makes it tradi-
tional, but [to] invent a
contemporary form.”
Launched in January,
her Rebel collection for
Waterford marries the non-
conformist spirit of 1970s counter-
culture with the opulence one ex-
pects from a firm with its roots in
one of the longest glassmaking tradi-
tions—originating in Ireland in 1783.

The perception of what cut crys-
tal can be has changed, she adds.
It’s moved away from conventional
stemware for the table to more
standalone pieces for the home, to
be appreciated in their own right.
“Crystal’s time has come, because
there’s a new way of buying,” says
Ms. Sampson, who also created a
range of jazzy London Desktop Bars
for Waterford, with faceted crystal
side panels, a built-in tray, and bar-
ware (from £11,000; water-
ford.co.uk). “We were conditioned
to buy sets of eight. That made it
feel inaccessible,” she says. “Now
our lifestyle is more eclectic. We
don’t buy sets; we choose things
that don’t match, but sit well to-
gether.”

Cutting-edge designs are
emerging Europe-wide, as the tra-
ditional glassmaking heart-
lands of Bohemia, Scandina-
via, France and Germany put
a twist on crafts of the past.

The standout launch from
Swedish maker Orrefors this
year is the Street decanter,
featuring a grid pattern bor-
rowed from New York’s
streets (£199, scp.co.uk). In
the Czech Republic, Lasvit,
which specializes in lighting
installations and sculptural
furniture, is producing innova-
tive crystal designs such as
the Homune table. Designed
by Michael Young, its sculp-
tural base consists of 36 indi-
vidually handblown, interconnected

elements and a crystal tabletop
(from £24,000, harrods.com).

Theresienthal, the German glass-
works founded in the 19th century,
has conceived contemporary gems
such as the Aden jewel box in vividly
colored crystal with a “pineapple
cut” lid (from €361, theresien-
thal.de). In January, France’s oldest
glassmaker, Saint-Louis, unveiled a
range of impeccably modern marble
and crystal hybrid pieces called Qua-
drille. It includes vases, candlesticks,
a pedestal table and, the highlight, a
crystal-base tray topped with a slab
of Carrare marble (£1,324, available
from April; amara.com). And Bacca-

rat, the 251-
y e a r - o l d

French glass-
works famous for its super-
nova-sparkly chandeliers,
recently launched an Ev-
eryday Baccarat range.
The set of five tumblers,
each with a different pat-
tern, mimics a mis-
matched group of heir-
looms and playfully
brings the tradition of
inherited pieces of cut-
crystal bang up-to-date

(£330, available from mid-
April; baccarat.fr).

While the historic manufactories
have raised their game, there are
also stellar newcomers on the scene.
Anike Tyrrell and her husband,
Christopher Kelly, set up J Hill’s
Standard last year in County Water-
ford, Ireland, building on the re-
gion’s reputation for cut crystal.
“The brief to our designers has been
to approach the formal design lan-
guage in a new way that would feel
relevant to a whole new genera-
tion,” Ms. Tyrrell explains.

The couple takes pride in pre-
serving traditional skills, but chal-

lenges the cutters to extend
their repertoire beyond the
familiar wedge and flat cuts
to create layered, graphic
patterns. Their Elements

series, a range of mix-
and-match drinking

g l a s se s—
de s i gn ed
by Dutch
duo Stefan

Scholten and Carole Baijings in their
distinctive, delicately graphic
style—requires a particularly metic-
ulous approach (from €160; jhills-
standard.com). “Each piece can be
handled six or seven times whilst
the design is layered up, in slow
steps,” says Ms. Tyrrell.

Cut crystal’s new cool edge is
partly due to the type of talent be-
ing drawn to the medium, and their
clever subversion of the material’s
traditional usage. British product
designer Lee Broom, who’s known
for taking time-honored crafts and
reinventing them for contemporary
homes, has been creating lighting
in crystal since 2010. At the Milan
Furniture Fair in April, he will show
a cut-crystal version of the fluores-
cent tube.

Mr. Broom’s fascination with the
material began with a restaurant
project. “I wanted to display a col-
lection of vintage decanters, and
also to make an interesting alterna-
tive to crystal chandeliers,” he says.

“I looked at the decanters and
thought: I wonder if I can turn
these into light fittings?” When
he launched his Decanter light
in 2010, it was made from upcy-
cled vintage pieces—but the
supply was limited.

“After 18 months we’d de-
pleted the sources in Europe, so
we had the crystal made from
scratch,” he says. “Going to the
factories inspired me—anyone
who’s seen crystal being blown
or cut will know, it’s a theatrical
experience.” In 2012, Mr. Broom
put into production the hand-
cut Crystal Bulb, turning a dis-
posable item into a design fea-

ture worthy of intrigue.
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BRIGHT IDEA Lee Broom decanter
lights, above; Lasvit Homune table,
left; Waterford ‘Bloomsbury’ desktop
bar designed by Jo Sampson, below

BY KATRINA BURROUGHS

MANSION

CRYSTAL THAT ROCKS
COOL CUTS // J Hill’s Standard has a variety of contemporary styles (1),
including Cuttings (large tumbler, €130) and the Elements series designed by
Dutch partnership Stefan Scholten and Carole Baijings, with mix-and-match
drinking glasses and decanters in patterns showcasing the duo’s graphic style
(€545). jhillsstandard.com

LIGHT BULB MOMENT // The current interiors craze for bare bulb-style
lighting can partly be laid at the door of Lee Broom’s Crystal Bulb (2), made
in the Czech Republic. The designer launched the light, which is hand cut
with patterns inspired by vintage whisky glasses and decanters, in 2012 and
it has become an interiors best seller. £119, leebroom.com

HEART OF GLASS // The motifs of punk rock and the historic skills of lead-
crystal cutting come together in Jo Sampson’s Rebel collection for Waterford,
available from April. Sparkly star of the collection is the Dog Bowl, (3) a 16 cm
diameter dish that rejoices in faceted studs (like punk-era dog collars) and
a 24-karat gold band. Blown and hand cut in Slovenia. €135; waterford.co.uk

SHINE ON // The strength of Baccarat is its historic archive,
which is adapted for every new generation. Louise Campbell’s
2013 take on the glassmaker’s classic Zénith chandelier.
Using crystal interspersed with little lampshades, her 37-light
Zénith Nervous chandelier is a lesson in witty extravagance.

£105,000; baccarat.fr
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